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An Indigenuity: Air exercise:An Indigenuity: Air exercise:  

Do a Microclimate Site Evaluation.Do a Microclimate Site Evaluation.
  

Air is one of the ancient areas of knowledge that Indigenous PeoplesAir is one of the ancient areas of knowledge that Indigenous Peoples
possess as an experiential awareness of their environment. Locationpossess as an experiential awareness of their environment. Location
and orientation of our camps, when moving, permanent villages, andand orientation of our camps, when moving, permanent villages, and
even the dwelling we constructed and resided in were all abouteven the dwelling we constructed and resided in were all about
experiential “deep space” knowledges of place and this included anexperiential “deep space” knowledges of place and this included an
appreciation for microclimates.appreciation for microclimates.  

So for those that have a yard or a property (ideally one you areSo for those that have a yard or a property (ideally one you are
planning to build on), conducting a microclimate evaluation can be aplanning to build on), conducting a microclimate evaluation can be a
useful and surprising exercise. Climates vary often within small areasuseful and surprising exercise. Climates vary often within small areas
(especially where humans have built environments), e.g., we all know(especially where humans have built environments), e.g., we all know
the value of shade in the summer. So here is an exercise that mightthe value of shade in the summer. So here is an exercise that might
surprise you. How well do you know your yard or an area.surprise you. How well do you know your yard or an area.  

Play around with this tool (see below) developed by the University ofPlay around with this tool (see below) developed by the University of
California Agriculture and Natural Resources Program. AlthoughCalifornia Agriculture and Natural Resources Program. Although
designed for home or yard gardeners, it is a great exercise to adaptdesigned for home or yard gardeners, it is a great exercise to adapt
and apply to area landscapes where one might be consideringand apply to area landscapes where one might be considering
construction. Topography, seasonal prevailing winds, ground coverconstruction. Topography, seasonal prevailing winds, ground cover
and natural drainage and watershed location, all, should inform whatand natural drainage and watershed location, all, should inform what
one builds and how one can work with microclimates to reduce one’sone builds and how one can work with microclimates to reduce one’s
carbon footprint and live well.carbon footprint and live well.

  
Garden Microclimate Site Evaluation FormGarden Microclimate Site Evaluation Form (ucanr.edu) or (ucanr.edu) or

https://ucanr.edu/sites/MarinMG/files/47782.pdfhttps://ucanr.edu/sites/MarinMG/files/47782.pdf
  

https://ucanr.edu/sites/MarinMG/files/47782.pdf
https://ucanr.edu/sites/MarinMG/files/47782.pdf
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An Indigenuity: Air exercise:An Indigenuity: Air exercise:

What is your carbon footprint?What is your carbon footprint?
  

Given the stark scenarios (see Climate Reality Check 2020) nearly allGiven the stark scenarios (see Climate Reality Check 2020) nearly all
scientists suggest we could face shortly if we fail to reduce our globalscientists suggest we could face shortly if we fail to reduce our global
carbon footprint, it is useful to calculate your or your families carboncarbon footprint, it is useful to calculate your or your families carbon
footprint ( see below link). Use this information to ask yourself whatfootprint ( see below link). Use this information to ask yourself what
changes you could make to reduce your footprint and, morechanges you could make to reduce your footprint and, more
importantly, as a basis to think about the systemic changes we canimportantly, as a basis to think about the systemic changes we can
promote in our local areas, nationally and internationally to promotepromote in our local areas, nationally and internationally to promote
exercises of exercises of IndigenuityIndigenuity..

  
https://www.carbonfootprint.com/calculator.aspxhttps://www.carbonfootprint.com/calculator.aspx

  

https://www.carbonfootprint.com/calculator.aspx

